
Date in Foster Home

01/07/2022

Hound Information

Registered Name

AJN Hathawaybill

Call Name

Bill

Date of Birth

08/15/2012

Gender

Male

Color

Fawn

Known Medical Problems

No

Heartworm Preventative Administered

First of the month



Comes When Called

Yes

Understands "Good"

Yes

Plays With Toys

Yes

Understands "No"

Yes

Method of Correction

Stern no accompanied by a clap, and diverting to the correct course of action.

Small Dog Safe

Not Sure

Comments (Small Dog)

Bill doesn't currently live with an small dogs but doesn't seem to mind passing them on walks.

Cat Safe

Yes



Comments (Cat Safe)

Bill does not currently live with cars but tested cat safe. He does live with bearded dragons and

doesn't mind when they move around in their cages.

Good With Young Children

Yes

Comments (Young Children)

Bill is good with young kids and enjoys them, but he should not live with young kids as he has

boundaries when he is sleeping that need to be respected.

Turn Out Routine

Turn out to pee first thing in the morning followed by breakfast, and then a full potty walk after.

Turn out to pee if needed before dinner (he will tell you) Full potty after dinner. Turn out to pee

before bed.

Potty On Lead

Yes

Garbage

We have a locked garbage to keep them out. He does show an interest.

Stairs

He does the 3 steps into the house with no issue.



Floors

Bill likes to have a runner on tiled floor to help him across.

Counters

No issue

When is the hound crated?

● Not Crated At All

How does the hound handle being crated?

Bill is mostly only crated for meals. He does well being left out and muzzled through the day. He

also sleeps in our room muzzled at night. He has no issue when crated, but likes to have a comfy

bed inside.

What does the hound enjoy?

Bill enjoys getting attention from his people. He is a very sweet affectionate boy on his terms (he

should not be pet when he is relaxing in bed) he also enjoys hanging out with other hounds.

Does the hound have any fears?

Bill's only fear that we have seen are tiles floors. He will cross them with encouragement and does

fine at pet stores.

What type of temperament does the hound have? (Shy, outgoing, confident, etc.)

Bill is a spunky outgoing funny boy. He's 9 with the personality of a 2 year old. He also is a clingy

boy and loves to follow his people around and is very curious about what they are doing.



How does the hound handle new situations?

Bill does well in new situations. He goes to meet and greets often and loves seeing the people and

dogs.

What type of food are you currently using?

Purina beneful chicken

Amount of AM feeding

2 cups

Amount of PM feeding

2 cups


